
 

“I suppose you‟re the advance guard, then?” I said. “Gathering the forces? Who else have we 

got?” 

“Well, no one, actually,” said Sigurd. “I mean, what with the harvest, and all - there isn‟t much 

time. We need to strike quickly. Besides, we can‟t ask anyone else to risk it. It‟s down to us, 

Tamar. We‟re the Kyndred.” 

“Are you mad? What are we going to do? Sail into Istri Bay and launch an assault on Jolgeir‟s 

hall? All nine of us?” 

There it was, that reticence again. Oddhi had his face deep in his mug, and there was a general 

air of shiftiness about them all. 

“Out with it,” I said. “What kind of idiocy have you been dreaming up?” 

Lavran pulled out a ragged scrap of sheepskin, a sort of crude drawing someone – certainly not 

Lavran – had scratched out, showing the whole of Istara, some of Raeth, and the northernmost 

bits of Keraine and Camrhys. It didn‟t look terribly accurate or reassuring, but it was likely the 

best he could find on short notice. 

He pointed to a spot, well west of Istara‟s main islands. It was just a cluster of small, indistinct 

dots, most of which were simply rocks jutting out into the sea, inhabited by occasional sea birds 

and inedible molluscs. 

But there was one place where that wasn‟t quite true. 

If we had Heilaegr, Istara had the island of Alvandir. If we had a place that seemed to be close to 

touching a realm of light, Istara had found a cave under the shadows. 

It had always been a place to be shunned. When we came fleeing out of the north lands, still one 

people escaping our shared doom, we had not understood the sea road. It had taken long years to 

learn it, to make ourselves its master. Yet once we had, and we‟d moved out from the mainland, 

it took only two or three foolhardy attempts at sailing those particular waters, before we 

collectively decided to leave it alone. 

Fogbound and inhospitable, certainly not a useful place, and then there were those ruins.  

Once, a long time before we‟d come south, someone had built a mighty place there. The 

crumbling towers and walls were still plainly to be seen, stark against the wide horizon. There 

were rumours that a few hardy souls had gone there, early on, but those rumours likewise 

suggested that no one had ever returned from such ventures. It was best not even to remember it 

existed at all. 



And then, suddenly, when my granddad was still a lad, so the story goes, some wise ones from 

Istara had sailed there, and stayed. Not swallowed up into misty misadventure, this time, no. 

They came with supplies, and clearly with a purpose. Somehow, one could not suppose that 

purpose to be pleasant. 

They‟d rebuilt the walls. They‟d added a proper landing place, heavily guarded, where, at 

intervals, supply ships came and unloaded unknown cargoes. And the rumours of disappearances 

when uninvited travelers chanced there became facts: it was known, after a time, that among 

other things, criminals might be sent there, and thralls, sometimes, too, and the sense of 

wrongness about the place grew. 

But if common report was anything to go by, any lingering fears that Istarans might have had 

about Alvandir was mixed with awe and reverence, and a sense of peculiar pride. They‟d braved 

an unknown, arcane danger and bent it to their will. It had very quickly acquired holiness and a 

reputation for producing True Seers and other powerful things, and the kings in Istri began to 

rely heavily on the wise ones who came from the shadowed island. 

The silence was lengthening. I was simply staring at my friends, my sworn family, these 

wonderful, beloved, exasperating men and women, with bemused shock. 

Audric said, “It needs to be something that hits them where they hit us.” 

“And how,” I asked, “How, exactly, do you propose to get within a sword‟s length of any of 

them? Ever supposing we could get near the place undetected, do you think they‟ll just politely 

let us sail right up to the front door, tie up our ship, and form up before they spit us like dogs?” 

“No, no, that isn‟t what we want to do at all.” 

“Well, then, what?” 

“You remember Bolle, the trader from Andvettsholm?” 

I had to think a bit, before it came to me. Bolle had gotten an entire winter of safe moorings and 

good dinners out of his tale of a freak storm on his way back from an unsuccessful attempt to 

open up trade with some Camrhyssi lord on the coast.  

“You‟re taking a traveler‟s tale for instruction?” 

“Well,” said Lavran, stubbornly, “he swears to the truth of it, even now.” 

That explained some of the days between hearing the news of the attack on Heilaegr and their 

arrival here, at least. And it explained where Lavran had gotten that drawing. 

Bolle claimed he‟d been blown off-course in a sudden, unseasonable squall. Worse, the rudder 

strap had broken, and by the time they‟d managed to effect some make-shift repairs, they had 



drifted a lot further from their last known position. He‟d made his best guess as to where he was, 

given the cloudy night, but in the early dawn, he‟d found himself standing less than half a league 

off the shadowed isle. 

He had a knack for the dramatic, Bolle had. By this point in his rendition of the tale, his listeners 

would have been all riveted, open-mouthed in fascination. He could have told them the wildest 

things, and they would have believed him without question. 

The quayside portion of Alvandir might be heavily watched and guarded. Bolle didn‟t know, and 

he was honest enough to admit he had had no desire to find out. But the north-westerly shore, he 

said, was virtually deserted. The wise had not been such good stewards as to completely repair 

those parts of the fortress they had no use for, he reckoned; the walls were more like a hasty pile 

of rocks than proper masonry, and the approach seemed to be ignored. The remains of the ruined 

guard towers were plainly unmanned on this side of the island. He had drifted close enough that 

he could see the reflected torchlight from two other towers on the southern side, and he‟d made 

note of the general lay of the land. 

The walls, such as they were, melted into a tumble of stone and scree, as if some other structure 

had once been there long ago, and in Bolle‟s opinion, it was entirely possible, on the face of it, to 

climb up and over, right into Alvandir‟s heart. 

 

“If I‟d had some decent warriors,” he‟d boasted, “I‟d have gone in and murdered the lot of them, 

filthy Istaran scum. Not but what they‟ve probably laid traps and curses all about, hoping some 

poor fool will try it.” 

 

I hadn‟t really believed his story the first time around. None of us had. But now they seemed to 

have lost their doubts. 

“Even if every word of it is true,” I said, “that was four seasons past. Maybe they didn‟t have a 

watch there that night. Who‟s to say they aren‟t watching it now?” 

“Well, we needn‟t sail straight up,” said Sigurd. “We could stand off a ways and watch.” 

“Yes? At some point, someone is bound to notice a ship, even in the distance.” 

“That‟s why we came in the „Sea Cat‟, this time. It‟s so small. At night, without a sail, who could 

notice that?” 

I pointed out that none of us had ever believed that Bolle had sailed as close as he‟d claimed, 

always assuming that the rest of his tale was essentially true. 

“We don‟t even know if there‟s any sort of landing place at all. It could be impossible to get near 

the shore without some rock scuppering us a half a league away. And I‟ll give Bolle this much: 



what are the odds they haven‟t laid a host of traps and curses to save themselves the trouble of 

guarding a pile of rubble?” 

“Ah, well,” said Sigurd. “Were you planning to die in your bed, then?” 

 


